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Iran U S Claims Trnal
Iran claimed on Wednesday that the U.S. would lift oil and shipping sanctions on the country but the State Department said nothing has been agreed to.
Iran claims U.S. to lift all oil sanctions but State Department says 'nothing is agreed'
Iran says that several state-linked news websites have been seized by the U.S. government under unclear circumstances.
Iran claims several state media websites have been seized by U.S.
Iran's supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said he wanted to "wait for the Iranian vaccine because we have to be proud of this national honor." ...
Iran's Supreme Leader Forgoes Western COVID Vaccines, Takes One Made in Country Instead
At least that’s my definition, based on sermons from hardline mullahs in Iran and elsewhere, along with personal observations about how those beliefs are put into practice. Obviously not all Muslims ...
Thomas: Biden's dangerous game with Iran
A news website linked to the government claims an unspecified attack was foiled "before causing any casualties or damage." ...
Iran claims it thwarted a "sabotage attack" on nuclear facility
Iran's supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei on Friday received his first dose of the domestically produced coronavirus vaccine as the country battles the Middle East\s deadliest outbreak.
Iran's supreme leader has first dose of Tehran's own Covid-19 vaccine
Notices appeared on Tuesday on a number of Iran-affiliated websites saying they had been seized by the United States government as part of law enforcement action. Iranian news agencies said that the U ...
Notices on Iran-linked websites say they have been seized by U.S.
Despite Iranian claims, both in July 2020 and April 2021, the Islamic Republic initially lied to the global media in trying to downplay sabotage operations.
Iran claims sabotage of Iran Atomic Energy Organization failed - explainer
Iranian state-run news agency IRNA announced the U.S. government seizures but the American government has not officially announced the news.
Biden declares cyber war on Iran : US Justice Department TAKES DOWN three dozen disinformation websites linked to Tehran after the election of hardline President Ebrahim Raisi
Notices appear on Iran-affiliated sites saying they had been seized as part of law enforcement action ...
US takes down dozens of Iran-linked news sites, accusing them of disinformation
U.S. authorities have seized Iran-connected news websites the Justice Department said were spreading disinformation within the United States.
Feds seize dozens of Iran-linked websites spreading disinformation in U.S.
Officials seized the domains of about three dozen websites just days after Iran elected a new, hard-line president, and at a critical moment in nuclear negotiations.
U.S. Seizes Iran-Linked Websites at Key Point in Nuclear Talks
The United States government has seized dozens of US website domains connected to Iran, linked to what it says are disinformation efforts, the Justice Department confirmed Tuesday evening.
US government seizes dozens of US website domains connected to Iran
While there was no immediate acknowledgement of the seizures from American authorities, they come amid the wider heightened tensions between the U.S. and Iran over Tehran's now-tattered nuclear deal ...
Iran Says State-Linked Sites Seized by US, Reasons Unclear
"Such flow forming and filament winding machines are used in military industries that are present in Iran, and Iran has acquired many of them. Thus, a key question is whether Iran ...
Iran nuclear centrifuge facility substantially damaged in attack - sources
President Biden’s negotiators are moving toward renewing former President Obama’s 2015 nuclear deal with Iran, a deal renounced by former President Trump.
Column: Biden is likely to get a new Iran nuclear deal. But it will cost him politically
Details of incident near Tehran remain scarce as media reports say there were no casualties or damage ...
Iran reportedly foils sabotage attack on civilian nuclear facility
Iranian state-run media reported on Wednesday that authorities have foiled a sabotage drone attack on its civilian nuclear program.
Iran says it's foiled sabotage drone attack on nuclear facility
Iran’s president-elect said Monday he wouldn’t meet with President Biden nor negotiate over Tehran’s ballistic missile program and its support of regional militias, sticking to a hard-line position ...
Iran’s president-elect says he won’t meet with Biden
According to Timerman, the prosecutor who took over the cover-up case after Nisman’s death, Gerardo Pollicita, “has nothing” but that “if he has proofs, I will go to trial and defend ...
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